
TO: GC name here
ATTN:
FAX:

CLIENT NAME
ADDRESS
PH & FAX

PLANS DATED: 2/1/2008

ADDENDA: ONE (and RFI'S 1-144)

JOB: VA HOSPITAL, CITY, STATE

PROPOSAL Pa2e 1 of 4 April 30~2008

Base Bid: Labor and Materials for Drywall (GWB), Light Gauge Framing, Insulation at our Work, Acoustic
Ceilings, Densglass Wall Sheathing, Lath and Stucco, per CSI sections and clarifications below.

For the Lump Sum Price ($ 5 Million ++)
Alternate 1: To build out the west area of third floor, subject to same clarifications below as base bid.

Add to Base Bid.....•.•...•... $362,668.00.
CLARIFICATIONS:

A. Section 0540O-Cold Formed Metal Framinl! (CFMF):
1. At exterior rraming, we include 16 gauge studs with 1-5/8" flanges in sizes shown on plans @ 16" OC, per

paragraph 2.2. Design thickness is 0.0566", not 0.0598" (paragraph 2.2.A.I).

a. To change 8" studs at penthouse to 14 gauge @ 12" O.c., add $67.887.00.

2. We include 150U50-54 continuous horizontal reinforcing @ 54" OC, attached to studs.

3. We include 2" deflection track or vertical deflection clips where indicated on plans. No drift clips.
4. We include two 1-1/2" PAF's at each stud to attach our track to concrete and two 0.0177" x %" steel

penetrating PAF's at each stud to attach our track or clips to structural steel. We exclude additional
attachments to structure.

5. We include engineered shop drawings, but we exclude heavier gauge material, closer spacing and additional
attachment methods to structure that may be required. We exclude seismic requirements.

6. We exclude requirements of paragraph 1.3.0. Will quote after clarification.

7. We exclude all red-iron, bolts, embeds, miscellaneous metals, coping and flashing.

8. This proposal is based on lateral structural support by others (see 1-4/SF-532) for all parapet walls.

9. We exclude light gauge material for other trades (pour stops, roof curbs, etc).

B. Section 06100-(Densl!Iass Onlv):
1. We include 1/2 inch Densglass sheathing where shown. We exclude seam tape, self-adhered waterproof

membrane, mastic, sealants, flashing and coping.

2. We exclude all other work of this section--all wood blocking, backing, plywood and rough carpentry.

a. To provide 5/8" COX plywood wall sheathing where shown on vertical surfaces only, add
$89.012.00.

b. To provide Perma-Barrier membrane at our sheathing, add $124.143.00.

c. To provide fire-treated wood backing for CCT curtains (5/AE-950), add $4.789.00.

C. Section 07210--Buildinl! Insulation at our work onlv (includes SAB):
1. We include R-13 foil-faced fiberglass blanket insulation at perimeter chase walls where shown.

2. We include R-19 foil-faced fiberglass blanket insulation at exterior metal stud walls and ceilings where
shown.

3. Foil-faced insulation is FS-25 only when not covered with GWB (paragraph 2.3).

4. We include unfaced fiberglass sound blankets rriction fit in interior walls where indicated on AE-900.

5. We include mineral fiber blanket insulation (paragraph 2.4.B) where scheduled at shaft walls on AE-900.

6. Only where interior wall studs are not faced on both sides, unfaced insulation is held in place with continuous
horizontal 12 gauge wire strung through stud cut-outs @ 24" OC vertically. No adhesives or other

supplemental support for insulation.
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7. Foil-face insulation at exterior framing held in place with 2-sided tape or spray adhesive on insulation flanges.

8. We exclude alI other insulation not noted above (rigid or board insulation, spray-on insulation, etc).

D. Section 09100--Non-Load Bearine (NLB) Framine Systems:
1. Interior framing is in sizes and gauges noted on AE-900. Design thickness is 0.0312", not 0.0359"

(paragraph 2.2.A.I).

2. We exclude horizontal bridging (not shown or specified). WiIl quote if requested.

3. AII runner track has 1-1/4" legs. We exclude deep leg track, deflection track and deflection clips at top of
walls terminating at structure above. Proposal is based on no vertical deflection at interior walIs.

4. We exclude ceiling bracing (paragraph 3.6.H) and alI seismic requirements (not in seismic zone).

5. Runner track is attached to concrete with J;"" Track-fast pins.

6. NLB framing has G40 galvanized coating, complying with ASTM C645.

a. To provide G60 coating, per paragraph 2.1, add $54.605.00.

7. We exclude alI metal and wood blocking and backing. We exclude 12 gauge studs and If." plate behind TV
brackets (detail 61AE-94 I), and all other supports for walI-hung or ceiling-hung items (paragraph 3.4, and in
05500, paragraph 2.5).

a. To provide 6" x 16 gauge flat metal, in-walI backing in our walIs for walI-hung items, per detail
9/ AE-94 I, but not for MEP fixtures, add $185.905.00. Option includes flat metal behind corridor
hand-rails and crash rails. This option excludes alI other types of supports (see section 05500).

b. To provide 12 gauge studs behind TV brackets, but not 1/4" backing plate, add $21.698.00.

8. No red-iron, bolts, embeds, angles or miscelIaneous metals.

E. Section 09205--Lathine and Cement Plasterine:
1. We include lath and stucco where shown on plans. Stucco is pre-mixed, requiring only the addition of sand

atjobsite. We exclude field-mixed portland cement and lime stucco. We include acrylic finish coat in
manufacturer's standard color.

2. We exclude sealing top coat in paragraph 2.8. Not required by manufacturer.

3. No sealants or backer rod. No vents. No flashing. No veneer plaster.

4. We include air entrainment in paragraph 2.9, but we exclude bonding agent in paragraph 2.7 and other
admixtures.

F. Section 09260--Gvpsum Wall Board (GWB):
1. We include cement backer board at shower walIs and at alI toilet room walIs with plumbing fixtures

(plumbing walIs) to tile height shown, per note 5 on sheet AE-900, but not behind alI tile (conflict with
09310, paragraph 2.2.A).

2. We include USG Mold Tough moisture and mold resistant GWB at alI other restroom and janitor closet
walIs, per note 4 on AE-900 and per architect's RFI # 99. USG Mold Tough meets ASTM C3273 specified,
but does not have glass mat face.

a. To provide DensArmor GWB (with glass mat face & back) in lieu of Mold Tough, add $25.456.00.

3. We include lead-lined GWB at Cystoscopy walIs only. Other lead accessories provided by others.

4. AII other GWB is 5/8" type X.
5. We exclude mold and moisture resistant GWB at tile base where the walI is not also scheduled or shown as

tile (I through 4/AE-830, etc). Architect's RFI # 100 was unclear, and inconsistent with note 4 on AE-900.
(How high should we take MR GWB, if just the base is tile? If just the base height, it would be flimsy. And
why in waiting rooms?)

6. We include Level 5 finish at exposed GWB in rooms "open to public view" (per paragraph 3.5.A), with
"public" defined as "patients and their visitors." We include Level 4 finish at alI other exposed GWB. No
primer. Concealed GWB is fire-taped at fire-rated walIs. No fire-taping above ceiling at non-fire rated walIs.

a. To provide fire-taping above ceilings at non-fire rated walI types A and B, add $21.590.00.

7. No punch out without permanent lighting. No veneer plaster. No sound deadening board (paragraph 1.2.B).

8. We include fire caulk at head-of-walI joints at fire-rated metal stud walIs at structural steel and fluted metal
decks (bridge, penthouse and existing building only). We include sound caulk at base of metal stud fire-rated
walIs, per UL assembly # BW-S-0013. We include sound caulk at head-of-walIjoints at metal stud fire-rated
walIs at concrete structure per UL # HW-S-0032. No sound caulk, fire-caulk or fire-stopping at outlets, at
MEP or other penetrations, at slab edges, at CMU walls or for other trades. No exposed caulking.
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9. We exclude sound caulk at non-fire-rated walls, since they have no STC rating (see AE-900).

a. To provide sound caulk at base ofGWB on non-fire-rated type 0 walls (GWB does not go to deck),
and at top and bottom ofGWB on non-fire-rated type B walls (GWB goes to deck), add $36.145.00.

10. No GWB fire protection of columns, beams or other structural elements (paragraph 1.3.C). No spray-on fire
proofing or patching of spray-on fire-proofing. No stenciling.

a. To provide stenciling at fire or smoke rated metal stud walls, add $41.266.00.

11. We install your welded hollow metal door fTames in metal stud walls. Doors are received, inventoried, stored
and stocked to locations by others. No grouting or insulating door fTames. No access panels.

12. We include drywall reveals at detaiI16IAE-834. No other reveals. No aluminum trim.

G. Section 09510-Acoustical Ceilin!!s:
1. To delete Acoustic fTomour bid, deduct $457.773.00 from base bid. and $44.005.00 from Alternate.

2. At type ACT I we include Armstrong 2x2 tegular Fine Fissured, # 1732, sU3pended on exposed 15/16" heavy
duty, Prelude grid, with 7/8" wall angle.

3. At ACT 2 we include Armstrong 2x2 Random Fissured # 2908, exposed 15/16" heavy duty, Prelude grid,
with 7/8" wall angle.

4. At ACT 2 in bathrooms with showers onlv (paragraph 2.1.A.3), we include Armstrong 2x2 Random Fissured
# 2908, on exposed 15/16" aluminum grid, with 718" wall angle.

5. We include perimeter seal per paragraph 2.2. We include #12 hanger wires.

6. Hanger wires are attached to concrete structure with expansion anchors.

7. We exclude access identification and markers (paragraphs 2.8 and 3.3.C).

8. No trim for other trades. No acoustic wall treatment. No maintenance stock. No seismic requirements.

H. Clarifications to Drawin!!s:
1. Wall types IT, 2T and 3T on sheet AE-900 are based on UL # U419, not U412 and not U448. U412

requires staples in the insulation that are ineffective, and U448 requires 1-3/8" legs on runner track, which is
not available. U419 meets both fire and sound ratings indicated.

2. We include wall type OF4-B with thermal R-13 foil faced blanket insulation at building perimeter, behind
your precast concrete panels, where shown, per architect's RFI #'s 94 and 95. We exclude GWB on these
walls where they occur inside a chase (see l/AE-513) or in a future chase (Alternate 1 area).

3. Electric rooms and VID rooms have exposed concrete ceilings (conflict ceiling plans versus finish schedule).

4. We exclude furring and rigid or semi-rigid insulation at aluminum curtain walls (28/AE-554, etc).

5. No out-of-wall protection plates (91AE-94 1). No supports for patient lift tracks, surgical fixtures, toilet
partitions, TV's, projection screens, etc. (see specific options above).

6. We include GWB on wood fTaming by others where shown at 1&6IAE-930, 8&9/AE-931, etc.

7. All non-fire-rated chases have GWB on one side only, regardless oflabel.

8. Columns and beams in bridge are exposed. No stucco at exterior concrete columns.
9. We exclude all Teflon at details 9 and 13/AE-600, etc.

10. We include nested headers at openings in NLB fTaming at 8 and 9/AE-931, at rolling doors in M/P baths
(sheet AE-l 03H) and at observation rooms only, not at any other NLB fTamed openings (all other headers per
21AE-911, referenced on door schedule).

11. We include furring and GWB enclosures for MEP work, only where shown on architectural drawings.

12. At details 2/AE-608, etc, we exclude metal decking, we exclude 16 gauge strips that support metal panel clips
and we exclude supplemental fTaming to support metal decking, except where shown as metal stud fTaming.

13. We include horizontal shaft-wall at duct openings in second floor slab only where shown on AE-422 to 424.

14. We include an allowance of80 man-hours to patch intersections of walls removed with existing to remain,
and intersections of new walls with walls to remain, where shown on AD and AE drawings. No patching for
work of other trades (MEP, PTS, etc) in existing building. No other patching. No demolition.

15. We include temporary walls shown on sheet AE-I03J, but no other temporary walls or temporary
construction, no dust barriers and no protection of existing work.

16. We include new ceilings in existing building where shown on AC drawings.

a. To repair or rework existing ceilings for changes in wall locations only, where shown on AD and AE
drawings only, add $8.280.00.
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I. General Clarifications:

1. We exclude work of other specification sections not noted above. No FRP, no expansion joint covers, etc.

2. This proposal is based on our GWB top-out work, on walls above ceilings, being installed prior to MEP work
above ceilings. Building must be dried in before GWB is installed.

a. To provide Mold Tough GWB at walls above ceiling height, in lieu of Type X GWB, to facilitate
installation before building dry-in (we did it at hospital across the street with approval of same
architect), add $24.420.00.

3. No permits, testing, inspections, fees, bonds, mold warranties, mold liability and composite clean-up.

4. No overtime, no night work or weekend work.

5. We exclude 5-year warranty on our fire-stopping (in section 07270). Will quote after clarification.

6. We exclude shop drawings, coordination and layout drawings, except where noted otherwise above.

a. To provide shop drawings per 09100, paragraph IA.C, or for 09260, paragraph IA.C, we will quote
after clarification. (What size, how many copies, can we use architect's CAD's, can we use
manufacturers' cut sheets, etc?)

7. Adequate power, water, on-site dumpster, on-site parking, buck hoist, trash chutes, fall-protection
cableslbarricades, climate control, ventilation, temporary lighting, crane and operator for stocking materials
(to upper floors) and for hoisting our equipment provided by others. GC to provide level grade with no
obstructions for our exterior lifts, scaffolds & booms.

8. This proposal is subject to mutually acceptable subcontract terms and construction schedule.

9. We acknowledge Addendum I, dated 4/17/08 and RFI answers I through 144.

10. We are a veteran-owned, small business (section 00051, paragraphs M.3 and N.2).

11. We include sales tax. We include Davis-Bacon wage rates per schedule in bid documents.

12. We exclude Buy American Act requirements (waiting for confirmation ftom suppliers).

13. Metal ftaming material prices are based on delivery to jobsite before December 31,2009. All other materials
are priced for delivery to jobsite before December 31, 20 Io. Material prices are subject to escalation for later
deliveries. We must have letter of intent within 30 days to protect material prices through above dates.

14. Adequate lay-down area and suitable storage space for truckload quantities of our metal framing materials
shall be provided at jobsite.

15. This proposal is void after thirty days.

Respectfully Submitted
For questions about proposal, call Gary's cell phone # (352) 425-8225.

Gary Mazzilli
Estimator


